
Can We Explain the Word ‘Vegetable’ to Friendly Alien? 

Lay out the beetroot, cabbage, potato, plum, pear and pineapple Picture Cards, and keep the others hidden for 
now. Ask your child to take out the vegetable pictures and to name them.

Bring out Friendly Alien, and tell your child: On Alien’s planet, they never eat food, only rocks! So Alien does not 
know what fruit and vegetables are, and it would like to understand. Can you explain what a vegetable is?

Discuss their ideas and then add your own as necessary: It’s a plant or a part of a plant; the plant is a leafy plant 
not a tree; it’s alive; it grows; we eat it; it helps keep us healthy; it can be a root (e.g. potato), a leaf (e.g. rocket), a 
stalk (e.g. celery) and sometimes an unopened flower bud (e.g. artichoke); it’s not usually sweet; we need to cook 
some vegetables before we eat them (e.g. potatoes), some we don’t usually cook (e.g. lettuce).

Summarise: So a vegetable is an edible plant part that is a root, stem, leaf or unopened flower bud.

Have the Friendly Alien thank your child for helping it to understand what a vegetable is. Have it ask them to 
draw a symbol to represent ‘vegetable’ on a Post-it note that Alien can take away as a reminder of what the word 
means.

Can We Explain the Word ‘Fruit’ to Friendly Alien? 

Now look at the plum, pear and pineapple Picture Cards together and ask your child to name them. Then ask if 
they can explain what fruit is to Friendly Alien.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Picture Cards of fruits and 
vegetables

 Friendly Alien from L48

 2 sheets of A3 paper

 A marker pen

 A pencil and a rubber

 2 small Post-it notes 

 A small stone/rock

15–20 minutes

IS IT A FRUIT? IS IT A VEGETABLE?

To develop understanding of the concept ‘vegetable’ and the concept ‘fruit’
To be able to identify the essential characteristics of a broad category 
To be able to group objects according to their common characteristics
To develop understanding that the same Classification Tree can represent two 
different superset/subset relationships
To develop the ability to create a model of classificatory relationships using a Classification Tree
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Your child can understand the characteristics of fruits and of vegetables.
Your child can say whether green beans, broccoli, banana and kiwi are fruits or vegetables, and explain their answers.
Your child can create a Vegetable Classification Tree with you and a Fruit Classification Tree independently, with both the picture cards 
and the dots.
Your child can offer many suggestions about what a small dot on a either Classification Tree could represent.
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Talk to your child about their ideas as before, and include the following: It’s part of a plant; it’s alive; it grows; it usually grows on a tree or bush (but is 
not the root, stalk or leaf); it usually has a seed or seeds, although they can be hard to see; we eat it; it helps keep us healthy; it’s often juicy; it’s usually 
sweet; we often eat it for a snack or for dessert; it can be baked but is mostly eaten raw. 

Summarise: So a fruit is an edible part of a flowering plant that has a seed or seeds in it.

Have the Friendly Alien thank your child for helping it to understand what a fruit is. Have it ask them to draw a symbol to represent ‘fruit’ that it can 
take away as a reminder of what the word means, as they did for ‘vegetable’.

Is it a Vegetable? Is it a Fruit?

Explain: Friendly Alien has found some other pictures but it is not quite sure what they are, so it needs some more help. Show the Picture Cards of the 
green beans, broccoli, banana and kiwi fruit (leave the lemon card hidden for later).

Have Friendly Alien hold up the broccoli card and say, ‘This is a fruit, isn’t it?’ Ask your child to decide if that is correct, and to explain why to Alien. 
Repeat for the other cards. Have Friendly Alien misidentify some pictures and correctly identify others, but always ask your child to explain why Alien 
is correct or not.

Finally, have the Friendly Alien produce a rock and say, ‘This is my lunch, so is it a fruit or a vegetable?’ Ask your child to explain why the rock is neither 
a fruit nor a vegetable. Have Alien doubt their answer to encourage your child to be really convincing with their explanation.

A Classification Tree for the Vegetable Family:

Ask your child if they can show Friendly Alien a model of the relationship between the word ‘vegetable’ and all the different kinds of vegetables. Tell 
them not to use Grouping Circles, and ask what other way they know of. If necessary, remind them of the Classification Tree they made for 
‘kitchenware’ using the dots. 

Ask questions and use their answers to model step-by-step how to construct a Classification Tree for the vegetable 
family on a large sheet of paper, using three of the vegetables: 

For our classification tree using the picture cards, what should we do first? (Put the vegetable symbol card near the 
top of the sheet – the superset.) What should we do next? (Put the vegetable Picture Cards in a horizontal line quite 
near the bottom of the sheet, so that we can show they are all different types of vegetables – they are all ‘on the 
same level’ – the subsets.)

Now for the dots, what should we do first?  (Draw a big dot under the symbol card – the superset dot.) What do we 
do next? (Draw a small dot for each type of vegetable – the subset dots.) How do we show the connection between 
the superset and the subsets? (We draw straight lines to connect them.) 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

IS IT A FRUIT? IS IT A VEGETABLE? – continued
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A Classification Tree for the Fruit Family:

Ask your child to create a Classification Tree for the fruit family on another sheet of paper, in the same way as you 
have just done together for the vegetable family, using three fruits. Allow your child to do this as independently 
as possible, only prompting them with questions if necessary. 

Comparing the Fruit and the Vegetable Classification Trees:

Put the two Classification Trees side by side, and ask: Can you see anything that is the same about these two models? Can you see anything that is 
different?  Encourage them to notice that the dots and the lines are exactly the same – a big dot at the top, smaller dots in a line underneath, straight 
lines connecting the smaller dots to the big dots – but that the pictures and the symbols are different. Say: So the same model can be used to 
represent many different superset/subsets. 

Adding to the Trees:

Show your child the Lemon Picture Card. Agree that it is a fruit, even though it is very sour, and therefore it belongs to the fruit family, or the superset 
‘fruit’. Ask them to add the Lemon Picture Card to the Classification Tree (put it in place, draw the dot and draw the connecting line as appropriate). 

Now draw a dot on the end of the row of the different subsets of vegetables, and ask: If I add another dot here and connect it with the big dot that 
represents all vegetables, what could this dot be?  Draw the connecting line and encourage them to give as many possibilities as they can (names of 
other vegetables).

Repeat for the Fruit Classification Tree – add the dot and the connecting line, and then discuss possibilities of what the dot could represent.

To end the session, explain that what scientists call a fruit or vegetable sometimes differs from how people refer to them in everyday life or when 
cooking. Give the examples of cucumbers, bell peppers and tomatoes – how scientifically they are fruits but they are treated in most cases as 
vegetables, as they are added to salads and other dishes along with other vegetables. Then give the example of rhubarb – how it is eaten like a fruit 
but it is actually a stalk, and therefore scientifically classed as a vegetable.

IS IT A FRUIT? IS IT A VEGETABLE? – continued
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There’s a fun video from ‘SciShow Kids’ (available on YouTube) on the topic of the differences between fruits and vegetables that would be ideal to 
watch together at some point after doing this session. 
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Cut out each card separately.
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Cut out each card separately.
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